Wear of cemented tungsten carbide percussive drill–bit inserts: Laboratory and field study
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ABSTRACT

Design of the drill–bit and selection of the Cemented Tungsten Carbide (CC) grade for drill–bit inserts are crucial for efficient percussive drilling. This study presents the results of an experimental campaign executed with the aim to identify the distinctive wear mechanisms and behaviour of different CC grades. Three laboratory and one full–scale drilling tests were performed using nine CC grades with different binder contents, binder chemical compositions, mean tungsten carbide (WC) grain sizes, and grain size distributions. Wear traces found on the drill–bit inserts after the full–scale drilling test show noticeable differences depending on their position on the drill–bit. Tensile forces present on the leading edge of the inserts due to the sliding contact with rock are suspected to play a significant role. Laboratory tests performed include: (i) single impact tests using a modified Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) apparatus, (ii) Abrasion Value (AV) rotating disk tests, and (iii) impact abrasion (LCPC) tests. Volume loss and shape change were used as macroscopic measures of wear. Greater volume losses were found for the grades with nickel–based binders compared to those with pure cobalt binder. The use of a narrower WC grain size distribution leads to lesser volume loss in drilling and AV tests. Surface analysis of the damaged microstructure was performed using scanning electron microscope. Distinct meso–scale (few dozens of WC grain sizes) patterns of damaged microstructure zones surrounded by the intact surface were found on the surfaces of specimens after single impact test. The pattern indicates the potential influence of a non–uniform contact due to the rock roughness and internal rock heterogeneities, which is supported by the study of the rock crater roughness. Size of such zones could be seen as a certain length–scale, which determines the insert–rock contact behaviour. A specific “peeling” mechanism of material removal was observed in the full–scale drilling test, where portion of the CC microstructure fused with the rock tribofilm gets removed when that tribofilm peels off.

1. Introduction

Rotary–percussive drilling (RPD) is a widely–recognized method for mining, tunnelling, and geothermal well applications. The rock breaking during RPD in hard rock formations relies on the rock crushing and chipping mechanisms, achieved by repetitive high speed impacts of a continuously rotating drill–bit [1]. Inserts placed at the head of the drill–bit are the main operating components directly interacting with the rock formation. Their design and wear resistance properties are crucial for rock breaking and tool performance. A composition of a hard ceramic tungsten carbide (WC) and a ductile metallic binder is the most often selected material for drill–bit inserts due to its remarkable wear and fracture resistance [2]. The wear resistance of this composite is usually estimated from its hardness and toughness characteristics together with careful considerations of each particular drilling application, such as the rock type, the environmental, and the operating conditions. However, considering a great number of possible drilling conditions combinations, it would often be a lack of available data on CC behaviour, especially if new types of drilling are employed or new CC grade is being used. Therefore, finding a
laboratory test capable of reliably predicting the relative wear resistance of different CC grades is of interest and this issue is addressed in the current study.

Full-scale drilling tests can be performed in order to assess the behaviour of a Cemented Carbide grade but they are highly time and resource consuming. A large tests campaign from single impact tests to full scale fluid hammer tests, to simulate the mining and construction operations, was presented by Konyasahin et al. [3] using CC grades with different binder fractions and mean WC grain sizes.

While the laboratory tests fail to reproduce the full complexity, and coupling of forces acting during real drilling, they can be designed to reproduce some of its major features. The correlations of the CC wear with its hardness and toughness have been highlighted by many investigations (see e.g. [4]), but the question remains regarding the microstructural features’ influence. For instance, wear–resistance of different WC–Co grades with similar hardness, varying in both the WC mean grain size and Co content was investigated by Konyasahin et al. [5]; while Angseryd et al. [6] studied the influence of abrasive particles type and size on wear rate. Despite hardness, friability, and size of the abrasive particles, which play a significant role [7,8] the rate of abrasion also depends critically on the CC microstructural characteristics like mean WC grain size, binder mean free path, width of the WC grain size distribution and WC skeleton contiguity [9–11].

In order to get access to the initial stages of the microstructure deterioration processes, appropriate testing procedures should be employed, where the initial degradation traces are not lost. Several examples of such approach can be found in the literature, e.g.: (i) incremental exposure of a CC specimen to a small quantities of erodent [12], and (ii) use of granite and diamond pins to cause localized contacts with CC [13], and (iii) a gradual deterioration of CC microstructure in a sliding wear test [14].

The current study employs a modified Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) apparatus to produce a single impact of a CC drill–bit insert with a rock sample, and capture the initial stages of CC microstructure deterioration. Two complementary abrasion tests were also performed using various CC grades and abrasives of 1–5 mm in diameter created from hard rock formations. In addition, full–scale drilling tests were performed and the results are compared with the laboratory tests’ results.

2. Cemented carbide grades

Nine cemented carbide grades were used in the tests. Nominal composition of the tungsten carbide powder and the binder mixtures prior to sintering together with the mechanical properties of the sintered grades are given in Table 1. Grades in Set 1 were used in the single impact tests, whereas the grades in Set 2 were used in the full–scale drilling tests and two laboratory abrasion tests. Grades in Set 1 differ by the WC mean grain size and binder fraction, while those in Set 2 differ in WC grain size distribution and binder composition. The hardness was measured using the Vickers method and the fracture toughness was determined using the Palmqvist method in accordance with the ISO/DIS 28079 standard. Two samples of each CC grade were used with five indentations per sample.

3. Test methods

3.1. Single impact test

High–speed impact interaction of a drill–bit insert and rock was studied using a modified Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) testing apparatus. Transmitted bar in the original configuration was replaced by a fixed block of Kuru grey granite rock (30 × 30 × 30 cm³), which served as the target, while the intact CC insert was fixed at the end of the incident bar facing the rock block, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Surface of the rock block at the place of impact was finely polished. During the test the striker bar is impacted at the free end of the incident bar at a speed of 11 m/s generating a stress wave propagating in the bar towards the end with a CC insert and the rock specimen. As the stress wave reaches the CC insert, a part of the stress wave is reflected back to the incident bar as a wave of tension, and part is transmitted into the rock causing dynamic impact damage on the rock and on the CC insert. The stress wave reflected back into the incident bar travels back and forth resulting in a succession of attenuated rebounds. High–speed camera images of the impact are shown in Fig. 2(b). Three inserts of each grade from Set 1 were tested.

3.2. Full–scale drilling test

Full–scale drilling (FSD) tests are performed using drill–bits of conventional size and geometry, as shown in Fig. 3(a). FSD tests were performed at underground Malmberget mine (municipality of Gällivare, Sweden) with an average rotation speed of 80 rev/min, feed force of 4.3kN, and percussion frequency of 65 Hz. Drilling paths of average length of 80 m passed predominantly through the Red Leptite rock formation with an intact strength of 184 MPa [15]. X–ray diffraction analysis of the Red Leptite’s powder from the drilling site revealed the following mineral composition: 45.68% Albite, 23.83% Microcline maximum, 14.17% Quartz, 7.22% Diopside, Hornblende 5.6%, and 3.5% other.

Each drill–bit was equipped with CC inserts of identical grade, as shown in Fig. 3(b). One drill–bit for each one of four CC grades in Set 2 was tested. Inserts placed at the outer bevelled edge (positions numbered 1–10) are referred to as “peripheral inserts” and those on the flat frontal plateau (positions numbered 11–19) as “face inserts”.

3.3. Sliding abrasion test

In the Abrasion Value (AV) test [16], a CC specimen is abraded by loose crushed rock particles distributed over a rotating disk surface, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Dead weight of 10 kg is used to press the specimen against the disk, which rotates at the speed of 20 rev/min. Resulting linear velocity of the specimen hitting the rock particles on the disk is of 0.35 m/s. The crushed rock is continuously renewed after it passes beneath the CC specimen. Weight loss of the specimen is measured after 5 min of testing when it travelled 100 m over the abrasive disk.

The crushed rock used in this test was Kuru grey granite (quarried in Kuru, Finland), with the density of 2630 kg/m³ and mineral grain sizes
varying from 0.5 to 1.5 mm. The mineral composition of the rock obtained by X-ray diffraction analysis is the following: 35.3% Quartz, 30.4% Albite intermediate, 28% Microcline, and 6.3% other. Uniaxial compressive strength of Kuru granite is 236 MPa and Vickers hardness is 850HV. In accordance with the preparation procedure given by Dahl et al. the rock was crushed to powder, where 99% of granular rock are < 1 mm in diameter and 70 ± 5% are < 0.5 mm.

### 3.4. Impact abrasion test

“LCPC” abrasion test was originally developed at the Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées to study rock and soil abrasivity (Normalisation Française P18–579). The rectangular metal impeller rotates in a cylindrical container with rock particles. The measure of the rock sample abrasivity is the mass loss of the impeller during the test. For the current study the LCPC test setup was kept in its original form, but with a metal impeller adapted to hold two rectangular parallelepiped CC specimens, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The mass loss of the specimens was used to characterize the CC grade performance, rather than the abrasivity of rock. Impeller rotates at a speed of 4500 rev/min, resulting in a mean linear velocity at which the specimens hit rock particles of 6.7 m/s. The rock used in this test was Kuru grey granite. In accordance with the preparation procedure for the LCPC test, the rock was crushed to particles of 4–6.3 mm in diameter and renewed for each test. By the end of the test rock particles’ size were reduced to about

### Table 1
Nominal composition and structural characteristics of the investigated Cemented Carbide grades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade designation (^a)</th>
<th>Raw materials (prior sintering)</th>
<th>Sintered Cemented Carbide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binder (vol%)</td>
<td>Binder composition (wt%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(2.0)–22.9Co</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>Co 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(2.5)–9.7Co</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>Co 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(3.5)–16.6Co</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>Co 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(5.0)–9.7Co</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>Co 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(7.5)–9.7Co</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>Co 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(3.9n)–9.7Co</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>Co 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(4.4)–9.7Co</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>Co 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(4.4)–9.7NF</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>Ni 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC(4.4)–9.5NFCM</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Ni 39.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Designations are constructed as follows: WC(X) – Y Z, where X is the mean WC grain size, Y is the binder vol% and Z is the binder composition. Marking “n” in WC(3.9n)–9.7Co stands for a narrower WC grain size distribution, compared to other grades in Set 2.

\(^b\) WC grain size distribution curves are shown in Fig. 1.

\(^c\) Mean value and the 95% confidence interval are given.

---

![Fig. 2](image-url) **(a)** A schematic illustration of the modified Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar testing apparatus and (b) high-speed camera photos of the insert-rock impact at 40 µs intervals.

![Fig. 3](image-url) **(a)** A drill-bit used in the full-sale field drilling tests. **(b)** Frontal view of the drill-bit crown equipped with 19 parabolic spherical-tipped cemented tungsten carbide inserts (in dark grey).
0.5 mm in diameter. Weight loss of the CC specimens was measured after five minutes of testing, when the specimen had travelled 24 km.

4. Results and discussion

After the tests, the inserts form the SHPB and the FSD tests and the specimens from AV and LCPC tests were cleaned in acetone using an ultrasonic washer. Examination in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) was performed using both the secondary electron (SE) and the backscatter electron (BS) detectors at accelerating voltages 10, 15, 20 and 29 kV and probe current of 80–100 nA. When available, a 70% transparent BS image was overlaid on top of the SE image to combine morphology and chemical composition information. In addition, the colour spectrum of the initially grayscale BS image was adjusted towards brown spectrum, making the light–grey WC grains and binder of brown hue, while the black rock–of light grey hue.

4.1. Actual insert–rock contact area

A single insert–rock impact test was performed using a modified SHPB apparatus with the aim of studying the initial stages of the interaction process. Mild damage of the CC insert’s surface from a single impact to an intact rock surface allows to draw more distinct conclusions on the degradation mechanisms involved than from the specimens observed after the wear–steady state tests carried out in this study.

Damaged insert surfaces of each grade from the Set 1 show distinct patterns of zones of damaged microstructure surrounded by intact surface, when examined in SEM. Zones of damaged microstructure vary in size from 20 to 250 µm in diameter. Various CC inherent microstructure deterioration mechanisms can be found within those zones: binder extrusion, slip–bands and cracks in the WC grains, removal of WC fragments and whole grains, penetration of rock material into the appeared cavities. Several SEM images are shown in Fig. 6 illustrating the abovementioned non–uniform damage patterns at different magnifications. Black– and grey–coloured patches on the surface are the adhered rock material marking the zones of insert–rock contact. The degree of CC microstructure damage gradually decreases with the distance from the centre of those damaged zones. Fig. 6(b.4) shows a close up of an edge of one damaged zone where cracked WC grains, depleted binder, and the remained intact surface at the bottom left corner of the picture are visible. Shape of the damaged zones, best seen in Fig. 6(a.3), (a.4) and (b.3) can be characterized by consisting of a main pit of impact and trails of a milder damage areas produced most likely by the rock asperities crushed during the impact. Such milder damage trails can be seen in Fig. 6(a.3) directed from the left to the right side of the image, in Fig. 6(a.4) from top to bottom, and in Fig. 6(b.3) from top right to bottom left.

The observed patterns indicate the non–uniform nature of the contact due to the rock roughness and internal rock heterogeneities. Such non–uniform contact took place despite the fact that surface of the rock used in the impact tests was finely polished, which suggests that the interaction with a crushed rock surface would certainly lead to a highly irregular pattern of contact zones.

The craters caused by the impact on the rock surface were analysed using a 3D optical profilometer with a resolution of 0.05 µm in the vertical direction and 6.9 µm in the two in–plane directions. The 3D reconstruction of one of the craters is shown in Fig. 7(a). The potential pattern of contact zones in the subsequent impacts could be estimated from the profile. Contact zones are obtained by intersecting the digital replica of the crater with a virtual surface resembling the shape of a spherical tip of the CC insert. No deformation of the insert or the rock is taken into account during this virtual penetration. The simulated pattern of contact zones is shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c) at various depths of insert’s penetration and qualitatively resembles those observed on the inserts’ damaged surfaces illustrated in Fig. 6(a.1) and (b.1). This confirms the potential correlation of the rock’s surface roughness and underlying heterogeneity with the irregular pattern of damaged zones found on CC inserts’ surfaces.

Size of the insert–rock contact zone could be seen as a certain...
Fig. 6. SEM images (SE and BS images overlaid) of the CC insert’s surfaces after the single impact SHPB test at different magnifications, where zones of damaged microstructure are found to be surrounded by intact surface. (a) WC(2.5)–9.7Co grade (b) WC(3.5)–16.6Co. Electron accelerating voltage of 10 kV was used to obtain SEM images.
Fig. 7. (a) 3D reconstruction of a crater in Kuru grey granite produced by a single impact SHPB test. (b) Potential pattern of contact zones estimated by intersecting the digital replica of the crater with a virtual surface resembling the shape of a spherical tip of the CC insert.

Fig. 8. (a) Material loss map generated by GOM software for the drill-bit equipped with WC(4.4)-9.5NFCM grade inserts in frontal view. White numbers give the reference position of each CC insert. (b) Initial (transparent) and worn (solid) shape comparison with a zoom to peripheral inserts in positions 3, 4 and 5. Worn insert (c) in position 1 (d) in position 17, with dash white line showing the radial direction, as shown in (a). (e) Volume loss per drilled meter for each insert on the drill-bit normalized by the mean volume loss over all inserts of the same grade.
characteristic length-scale of the interaction. The behaviour of the CC at this scale would determine the overall response and wear of the insert. Several studies have been carried out in this direction. The relationship between the microstructural scale of the composite and of the local contact conditions was highlighted by Nabarro et al. [19] and Shrivatsava et al. [20], who performed tests using WC–Co micro-indenters of various sizes. Conrad et al. [21] and Anand and Conrad [22] investigated the response of WC–Co to the impacts of particles of different sizes. The studies showed that when a crater created after an impact of alumina particles affects an area less than 10 WC grains, the material degrades mainly by brittle fracture of the WC grains, but when the impact area covers more than 100 WC grains, the deterioration is governed mainly by plastic deformation and ductile fracture of the binder phase.

4.2. Wear of CC inserts in full-scale drilling test

Measurements of the drill–bit wear in FSD tests were made using GOM optical measuring system [23]. Shape of each drill–bit is recorded before and after the drilling test in a form of 3D cloud of points, which allows shape comparison and volume difference calculation. Material loss map generated using the GOM Inspect software is shown in Fig. 8 for the drill–bit equipped with WC(4.4)–9.5NFCM grade inserts. Macrosopic wear patterns for the inserts in the same position on the drill–bit do not differ for different CC grades, thus the wear pattern discussed in this section is common for all grades in Set 2. Only an analysis of the CC inserts’ material loss is considered here, the drill–bit steel crown wear is not discussed and not included in calculations.

Wear traces differ in shape and size on the peripheral and face inserts, as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d), respectively. The comparison of the initial and the worn shapes is illustrated in Fig. 8(b) with a zoom to the inserts in positions 3, 4, and 5. Wide flat wear traces are pronounced on the sides of peripheral inserts facing borehole wall and elongated along the borehole axis. The glossy appearance of the worn surface in Fig. 8(c) is due to the rock tribofilm layer, which is examined in Section 4.5. Also, a less pronounced, but noticeable wear trace (also covered with tribofilm) is found on the leading edge of the peripheral insert with respect to the direction of drill–bit rotation (see in Fig. 8(c)). Thickness of the tribofilm does not exceed 30 µm, which is insignificant for the macroscopic wear pattern analysis.

Considering the relative position of the inserts on the periphery with respect to the direction of rotation, one can see that inserts in positions 3 and 4 could be seen as being protected by the insert in position 2, similarly for the positions 8 and 9 being protected by 7. That can be explained by the positions 2 and 7 being leading with respect to the direction of drill–bit rotation and by the considerably smaller sockets designed between positions 2 and 3, 3 and 4, 7 and 8, 8 and 9. The sockets serve as pathways for rock debris removal from the bottom of the hole by ascending along the borehole walls. Measurements of volume losses for each insert separately, shown in Fig. 8(e), confirm that the inserts in positions 3 and 4 exhibit less volume loss compared to the one in position 2 and similarly for the inserts in positions 8 and 9 compared to the one in position 7. It could be expected that volume loss for the inserts in positions 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 10 would be similar and higher than for other peripheral inserts. It is roughly true; however, some discrepancy remains since the set of data is not statistically significant.

For the face inserts two domains could be distinguished which differ by the shape of the wear traces. The first domain consists of inserts placed near the edge of the face plateau – in positions 11–16, the second domain consists of inserts closer to the centre of the face plateau – in
The inclination of all the wear traces towards the insert's leading edge. Within this domain, the inserts in positions 11, 13, 14, and 16 can be explained by their leading position with respect to the direction of drill–bit rotation and thus being more exposed to the intact rock than the latter, as can be seen in Fig. 8(a). Volume loss for the inserts in positions 12 and 15 is similar to that exhibited by the peripheral inserts, as shown in Fig. 8(e), which, considering the difference in the travel distance and linear velocity, signifies of their dangerous position.

Wear traces on the inserts in the second domain of face inserts have circular shapes and inclined form the tip in the direction of drill–bit rotation, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (d) for the inserts in positions 17, 18 and 19. The insert in the position 18 exhibits the lowest linear velocity and the shortest travel distance among all the inserts. However, its volume loss is not the lowest, but higher than those from the “protected” face inserts in positions 11, 13, 14, and 16. That perhaps can be explained by it being the only one which does not have the symmetry placed insert – see the empty space in Fig. 8(a) between one nozzle and inserts in positions 15, 17 and 18.

The inclination of all the wear traces towards the insert’s leading edge can be explained by the harmful tensile forces present on this edge of the insert due to the sliding contact with rock [24], as illustrated in Fig. 9. Numerical investigation of the significant effect of such tensile forces on the CC microstructure behaviour can be found in [25]. The change in wear traces’ shape from circular to elliptical towards the drill–bit periphery might be attributed to the difference in linear speed for the inserts in different position and thus the difference the induced tensile force magnitudes.

Average volume losses for each CC grade are given in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 10. General tendency for all CC grades is that volume loss on the peripheral inserts is about 1.9 times higher than that for the face inserts of the same grade. Grade WC(3.9n)–9.7Co with a narrower WC grain size distribution exhibit lower volume loss compared to that for the grade WC(4.4)–9.7Co with a wider WC grain size distribution, while both grades have same binder composition and fraction. Increase in volume loss for these two grades differs only by 0.8% between peripheral and face inserts, being greater for the former. Binder composition also significantly affects the wear resistance. Grade with pure Cobalt binder exhibits the lowest volume loss among the three, followed by the grade with binder consisting of 85% Nickel and 15% Iron, while the one with binder consisting of 39.4% Nickel, 39.4% Iron, 19.7% Cobalt and 1.5% Molybdenum exhibiting the highest volume loss. Difference in volume loss between the latter two is less pronounced compared to the former pair. The wear of peripheral inserts is more influenced by the binder composition compared to the face inserts.

The wear of CC inserts in drilling was often classified as being of an abrasive type. However, in the study by Swick et al. [26] no signs of abrasive wear scratches were found on the inserts used in rotary percussive drilling. Explanation to such observation could be found in the work by Bowden and Tabor [27], where material loss in sliding abrasion tests was investigated. This study concludes that, irrespective of hardness of the two interacting bodies, the one with lower melting temperature will be abraded and will lose the most weight. In the case of the FSD test, hardness of quartz is of the same order as the hardness of the CC, however, the melting temperature of the latter is 1.7 times higher than that of the former. Confirmation of the non–abrasive nature of CC wear can be found in Section 4.4, where SEM images of the worn surfaces are shown, demonstrating no signs of abrasive wear scratches.

### 4.3. Laboratory abrasion tests

The volume losses in percentage to the total volume of the specimen are presented in Table 3 for sliding abrasion AV and impact abrasion LCPC tests for each CC grade in Set 1. Volume losses were calculated from weight change measurements. The average results were calculated from two or four tests for the AV test and from three or four tests for LCPC test. Three specimens exhibited noticeable chipping during LCPC test, these results are marked with *(c)* in Table 3 and are not taken into account in the calculations of the average volume losses.

The comparison of the normalized volume losses in FSD, AV, and LCPC tests is shown in Fig. 11, where the grade WC(3.9n)–9.7Co is selected as the reference to compare the relative wear resistances of different grades. The rock type used in the AV and LCPC tests differs from the one in the full-scale drilling. Nevertheless, both Kuru granite and Malmerberget Red Leptite can be qualified as hard brittle rocks of Class II [28] which allows to make qualitative comparison of the wear induced on CC specimens and inserts.

The comparison of the volume losses for the grades WC(3.9n)–9.7Co and WC(4.4)–9.7Co show the influence of the initial WC grain size
distribution of raw WC powders. The AV test results show higher wear resistance with a narrower WC distribution, which is consistent with the result of the FSD test; while the LCPC test gives the opposite tendency: the volume loss for the WC(3.9n)–9.7Co grade is almost twice higher than that of the WC(4.4)–9.7Co grade.

The influence of the binder composition on the wear resistance can be deduced from the test results of the grades WC(4.4)–9.7Co, WC(4.4)–9.9NF, and WC(4.4)–9.5NFCM. It appears that the wear resistance varies with the type of tests performed. For the first pair of grades the tendency in wear resistance change observed in the LCPC test is consistent with that obtained in the FSD test, while the AV test gives the opposite result. For the latter pair the AV test results are consistent with the FSD results, while the LCPC test result shows the opposite trend. For the pair WC(4.4)–9.7Co and WC(4.4)–9.5NFCM all tests agree in a prediction of higher volume loss for the latter.

Overall it can be concluded that it remains challenging to obtain from the laboratory abrasion tests a reliable and conclusive predictions regarding the relative performance of CC grades in drilling. Some tendencies in wear resistance change are captured correctly, but the tests lack the accuracy in predicting the relative magnitudes of volume losses. This inconsistency can be explained by the fact that temperature, stress and lubrication conditions differ in all three tests. However, the AV test seems to be more reliable in predicting the relative CC grade volume loss, which can be attributed to the similarity of linear speed of the interaction with rock. Speed of 0.35 m/sec in AV test is similar to that for the CC inserts in the FSD test, where speeds are ranging from 0.08 to 0.44 m/sec, depending on the insert position. In LCPC test both the specimen geometry and the abrasive action differ considerable from those of the full-scale drilling. In perspective, using a rounded specimen geometry and lower rotation speed should be considered for the LCPC test.

Fig. 12. SEM images (SE and BS images overlaid) of the worn surface of the (a) CC insert WC(2.5)–9.7Co from the SHPB test and WC(4.4)–9.5NFCM specimens from (b) AV and (c) LCPC tests. Electron accelerating voltage of 10 kV was used to obtain SEM images in (a) and 15 kV – in (b) and (c).
4.4. Micro–mechanisms of surface deterioration

SEM images of the worn surfaces of the CC inserts from the SHPB test and specimens from the AV and LCPC tests are shown in Fig. 12(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Microscopic deterioration mechanisms observed on the damaged surfaces of all the CC grades are in line with many studies of the wear of the CC materials [4,29,30]. The following types of degradation mechanisms can be distinguished in Fig. 12:(i) plastic deformation and extrusion of the binder and binder/rock mixture, (ii) plastic deformation and cracking of the WC grains and release of fragments, (iii) detachment of whole or parts of the WC grains. Appearance of the worn surfaces shown in Fig. 12 are representative of that for all the CC grades used in the corresponding test. Despite the difference in the test conditions the appearance of the worn surfaces after AV and LCPC tests is strongly similar showing WC grains with rounded edges and small fragments of WC grains fused with the rock tribofilm covering the spaces between larger grains. That results in a rather levelled topology, compared to the WC grain size. Surface damage after the single impact SHPB test in Fig. 12(a) seems to be more severe, compared to that after the AV and LCPC tests, however, this impression is misleading. The damaged zone in Fig. 12(a.1) is created by the localized interaction with the rock due to its roughness, as discussed in Section 4.1 and illustrated in Fig. 6. Most of the surface of the insert is intact and thus an average damage level is significantly lower than that after the AV and LCPC tests.

Certain differences could also be found between the CC worn surfaces after FSD test and those after the AV and LCPC tests. Example of a worn surface of the WC(4.4–9.7Co) CC insert in position 17 (face insert) is shown in Fig. 13. High accelerating voltage of 29 kV is used to look past the rock tribofilm covering most of the surface. The first to be noticed is that the WC grains are not rounded, but rather sharp-edged, and also the size of the grains (1.5 µm) appears to be smaller than the 4.4 µm for the nominal composition. Second, the surface topology does look levelled, but only owing to the rock tribofilm filling the pits in the microstructure. The amount of rock tribofilm covering the surface is substantially greater than that in the laboratory tests and it is especially the case for the inserts in a peripheral position, which are analysed in Section 4.5. One similarity between all the tests is that no abrasive wear scratches were found in either of the tests (see Figs. 12 and 13). This supports the reasoning given in Section 4.2 regarding the non–abrasive nature of CC microstructure deterioration when in contact with rock.

Another important aspect for the CC microstructure deterioration is the presence of tensile stresses on the leading edge of the insert due to the frictional sliding contact with rock, as illustrated in Fig. 9. Cemented Carbides’ lower strength in tension facilitates wear of the leading edge of the sliding CC insert or specimen by means of WC grain cracking. However, no large presence of cracked WC grain is found on the worn surfaces after either AV or FSD tests, as shown in Figs. 12(b) and 13, respectively. This could be explained by the meso–scale size (several dozens of WC grains) of the area of induced tensile stresses, rather than their localized appearance. Conditions of the impact abrasion LCPC test do not promote sliding contact and such tensile stresses shouldn’t be expected to occur. Worn CC surface after LCPC test show no large presence of cracked WC grain, as shown in Fig. 12(c). Overall it can be concluded that the response and appearance of the CC microstructure in laboratory test is similar to that in the full–scale drilling, however the appearance differ by the amount of rock tribofilm on the surface and by the rounded versus angular shapes of WC grains.

4.5. Peeling mechanism of material removal

Surface of the peripheral inserts after the FSD test differs from that observed for the face inserts. As illustrated in Fig. 8(a–c), the peripheral inserts predominantly lose material form the side facing the borehole wall. The SEM investigation shows that this side is covered by a rock tribofilm with a thickness of about 30 µm, as shown in Fig. 14. The evidence of dominating tangential forces can be clearly seen on the surface of the rock tribofilm in Fig. 14(a.2–3) and (b.2) as morphological relief and scratches oriented parallel to the direction of drill–bit rotation. This suggests that the tribofilm forms gradually during drilling by adhesive layup of the crushed rock material mixed with extruded CC binder and broken off pieces of WC grains.

Patches of naked CC surface surrounded by the tribofilm, as shown in Fig. 14(a.2) and (a.3), and sharp ripped–off-like edges of tribofilm, as shown in Fig. 14(b.1) and (b.2), both suggests that eventual tribofilm removal occurs incrementally through peeling off patches of 50–200 µm in diameter. Fig. 14(a.4) shows a partly peeled–off tribofilm patch, where also pieces of WC grains are visible as light grey inclusions within the tribofilm bulk. The CC microstructure underneath those peeled–off patches shows no presence of cracks or slip–bands in the WC grains and no traces of either binder or rock, as shown in the bottom left part of the Fig. 14(b.4). This suggests that the microstructure was initially protected by the tribofilm. When the tribofilm gets peeled off, a portion of the CC microstructure, which was fused with the tribofilm, gets removed as well. That leaves an exposed, undamaged and binder–less appearance of the underlying layer.
5. Conclusions

Laboratory abrasion and full-scale drilling tests were performed with the aim of identifying the macro- and microscopic distinctive features and correlations of Cemented Carbide (CC) microstructure deterioration at different loading conditions and for different grade characteristics. Parameters analysed at the macro–scale are the volume or weight loss and the shape change, whereas scanning–electron microscope images of the worn specimens were examined to qualitatively characterize the wear behaviour of the grades at the micro–scale. Nine CC grades with different binder content, binder compositions, mean WC grains size and range of WC grains size distribution were studied.

Distinct pattern of zones of damaged microstructure surrounded by intact surface were found on the surfaces of the CC drill–bit inserts used in single impact tests. Damaged zones are non–uniformly scattered on
the surface of the CC insert varying from 20 to 250 μm in diameter. The pattern indicates the non–uniform nature of the contact due to the rock roughness and internal rock heterogeneities. Size of such insert–rock contact zones could be seen as a characteristic length–scale of the interaction and the behaviour of CC at this scale should be carefully considered when determining the overall response and wear of the insert.

Different wear traces were found in the full–scale drilling tests on the drill–bit inserts depending on their distance from the drill–bit axis. Inserts placed on periphery and being in contact with the borehole wall are predominantly worn form the side facing the wall. Wear traces on the inserts at the flat frontal plateau of the drill–bit are circular or elliptical in shape. The further from the drill–bit axis, the more wear traces are elongated along the drill–bit radial direction. The wear traces on all inserts are inclined towards the insert’s leading edge, with respect to the direction of rotation. This can be explained by the harmful tensile forces present on the leading edge of the insert due to the sliding contact with rock.

The placement of CC inserts on the drill–bit crown was found to result in certain inserts being “protected” by the ones placed in front of them with respect to the direction of drill–bit rotation. The inserts in the leading position are more exposed to the intact rock and show significantly higher volume losses. In this light, placing inserts at different distances from the drill–bit rotation axis could result in a more evenly distributed workload.

Average volume losses in the full–scale drilling test show noticeable difference between the CC grades. The lowest volume losses were observed for the drill–bit equipped with the CC grade with narrow WC grains size distribution and pure cobalt binder. Higher wear rates were observed for the CC grades with normal WC grains size distribution and pure Cobalt binder, whereas lowest performance or highest wear rates were measured in full scale drilling tests, compared to that observed in the laboratory tests, which confirms the non–abrasive nature of CC microstructure deterioration, when in contact with rock.

A specific pattern of rock tribofilm formation and removal was observed on the drill–bit’s peripheral inserts in the full–scale drilling test. Non–uniformly scattered patches of naked CC surface 50–200 μm in diameter, surrounded by the rock tribofilm suggest the peeling–off mechanism of tribofilm removal. Undamaged appearance of those patches of naked CC zones suggests that portion of the CC microstructure fused with tribofilm also gets peeled off together with the later. Such mechanism of material removal could be expected on the surfaces with considerable adhered tribofilm layer.

The dominant micro–deterioration mechanisms typical for all different grades could not be identified. This study was limited to the analysis of only the exterior surfaces of the worn cemented carbide specimens. In perspective, an investigation of the state of the microstructure below the surface could bring useful information to determine the qualitative and even quantitative differences between deterioration mechanisms of CC grades.
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